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Abstract Motivated by the persistent phenomenon of tax evasion and the
challenge of tax collection during economic crises, we explore the behavior of
a risk-neutral self-interested firm that may engage in tax evasion to maximize
its profits. The firm evolves in a tax system which includes many of “stan-
dard” features such as audits, penalties and occasional tax amnesties, and
may be uncertain as to its tax status (not knowing, for example, whether a
tax amnesty may be imminent). We show that the firm’s dynamics can be ex-
pressed via a partially observable Markov decision process and use that model
to compute the firm’s optimal behavior and expected long-term discounted
rewards in a variety of scenarios of practical interest. Going beyond previous
work, we are able to investigate the effect of “leaks” or “pre-announcements”
of any tax amnesties on the firm’s behavior (and thus on tax revenues). We
also compute the effect on firm behavior of any extensions of the statute of
limitations within which the firm’s tax filings can be audited, and show that
such extensions can be a significant deterrent against tax evasion.

1 Introduction

In recent years, there has been increasing interest in the study of optimiza-
tion and optimal control problems in the area of taxation and tax policy
[19, 11, 5, 6, 20]. This activity is motivated in part by the recent global finan-
cial crisis which brought the problem of tax revenue collection squarely into
the fore, but also by the availability of computational power which allows
researchers to delve in areas where analytical results are scarce. This work
explores an optimization problem related to tax evasion, a persistent phe-
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nomenon with which most countries grapple to some extent. In particular,
we seek to determine the actions of a self-interested, risk-neutral tax entity
(we will use the term “firm”) which may engage in tax evasion in order to
maximize its long-term profits. The firm will be allowed to evolve dynami-
cally in a tax system which includes many of the features commonly used,
including a tax rate, penalties for concealing profits, random audits (where
the firm’s past tax statements can be checked for a number of years into
the past), and occasional optional tax amnesties which the government may
offer but which the firm has no advance knowledge of. In this context, which
we will make precise shortly, we are interested in i) determining the firm’s
optimal behavior and expected long-term discounted rewards, ii) finding out
whether the firm can profit by reducing its uncertainty with respect to up-
coming amnesties (e.g., from government announcements or “leaks” to the
press), and iii) quantifying the effect on maximal firm revenues (and thus
on government revenues) of possible increases to the statute of limitations
within which the firm’s past actions can be audited.

Prior work related to optimal taxation and tax-evasion modeling includes
early approaches, such as [1] which examined tax evasion as a portfolio alloca-
tion problem, and subsequent improvements (e.g., [33, 4]). One disadvantage
of these and later analytical approaches was that, in order to remain tractable,
they often took on a macroscopic viewpoint, and could not express taxpayer
heterogeneity, nor could they fully capture the dynamics of tax evasion [21].
In recent years, there has been interest in modeling taxpayer entities at a
finer-grained level in order to study their year-to-year evolution through the
tax system [11]. These dynamics may include the random transitions in a
firm’s tax status (e.g., being subject to a surprise audit, or being included
in an amnesty program) or the changing preferences of firms, viewed as in-
teracting agents. In some cases, however, the richness of these models comes
at a price in terms of complexity and requires a computational, rather than
analytic, approach [9], [10].

The work in [11], on which this paper builds, examined a Markov-based
model of the firm’s evolution whose state corresponded to its yearly tax status
(i.e., being audited or not, being able to expunge previous tax records through
amnesty, etc). That work showed that if the firm is risk-neutral then its
optimal policy can be computed via dynamic programming, and produced
maps of the space of tax parameters identifying those that would remove the
incentive for the firm to evade taxation. One limitation of [11] was the fact
that the firm knew each year whether the government intended to activate
a tax amnesty, and therefore could take advantage of that knowledge as it
decided its future course. In practical settings (e.g., Greece, which [11] and
the present work use as a case study) this may occur when the government
creates expectations either through official announcements or press leaks.
Under normal circumstances, however, the firm cannot be assumed to have
information on upcoming amnesties. It is thus crucial to develop models that
take into account the resulting uncertainty from the point of view of the firm
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as to its true tax status. Doing so will allow us to explore the effects of that
uncertainty on the firm’s actions with respect to tax evasion. At the same
time, it is important for policy makers to know what are the consequences,
if any (in terms of revenue), of information leaks.

This paper’s contribution is twofold. With respect to describing the firm’s
behavior vis-a-vis tax evasion, we propose a model which is structurally more
parsimonious and yet more realistic than its predecessors, taking into account
the fact that the firm has incomplete knowledge of its tax status. Our model,
in the form of a POMDP, will allow us to approximate the firm’s optimal
policy given the parameters of the tax environment, to investigate whether
it is important for the government to be careful about the information it
releases on possible tax amnesties, and to quantify the effect (in terms of
revenue) of keeping taxpayers “in the dark” regarding upcoming amnesties.
The proposed model is used to identify the combinations of tax penalties and
audit probabilities that lead to honest behavior, and to quantify the impact
that an increase in the statute of limitations on tax audits would have on
tax evasion, an aspect which – to our knowledge – has not been sufficiently
explored in the context of relevant dynamical models.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2 we pro-
pose a POMDP model that captures the firm’s evolution in the tax system.
The firm seeks to maximize its discounted long-term expected profit, taking
into account the rules imposed by the tax system and its awareness (or lack
thereof) of any imminent opportunity for amnesty that the government may
provide. Sec. 3 discusses the solutions obtained from our model and exam-
ines the impact of uncertainty on the firm’s decisions and the circumstances
under which it is useful for the firm to know the government’s intentions in
advance. In the same Section we explore the effect of extending the statute
of limitations on auditing and how it affects tax evasion.

2 A POMDP model of tax evasion

We proceed to construct a mathematical description of the firm’s time evo-
lution in the tax system. We will consider a generic tax system similar to
that in [11] (see that work for a fuller description), which includes a fixed
tax rate on profits, random audits by the tax authorities, and tax penalties
for underreporting income. For the sake of concreteness, we will use Greece
as a case study when it comes to selecting specific values for the various tax
parameters, although the discussion applies to a much broader setting. Dur-
ing an audit, a firm’s tax statements can be scrutinized for up to five years
in the past, meaning that any tax evasion beyond that horizon goes unpun-
ished. Audits tend to focus on firms that have not been audited for three
or four years running, and thus have tax records which are about to pass
beyond the statute of limitations. Finally, the Greek tax system occasionally
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offers a kind of optional tax amnesty, termed “closure”, in which a firm may
pay a one-time fee for excluding past tax statements from a possible audit.
The use of tax amnesties is not unusual, with hundreds of cases documented
across many countries, including the U.S. [25], India [7], and Russia [3]. In
Greece, the closure option mentioned above used during 1998-2006 [13, 14]
and was again considered more recently [15]. The availability of the closure
option gives an incentive for firms who evade taxation to pay some amount
in taxes where they might otherwise pay none, as it increases the chance of
an audit for those who do not participate. However, it has been shown [11]
to encourage tax evasion.

Operationallly, at the end of each fiscal year the firm declares its net profit
to the government, and also its intent to use the closure option (and pay
the associated fees) if it becomes available. In an important – and realistic
– departure from previous models [11] the firm does not know in advance
whether the option is to be made available or not for the current year; that
information is released only after the tax filing deadline. Thus the firm must
decide on its tax evasion policy without knowing, for example, whether it
will be able to expunge any imminent tax misdeeds by availing itself of the
option. This introduces uncertainty as to the firm’s tax status and gives rise
to a POMDP [8, 17] which we describe next.

2.1 The firm’s state and action sets

Using the notation from [11], we will let sk ∈ S be the tax status of repre-
sentative firm in year k = 0, 1, 2, ... with

S = {V1, ..., V5, O1, ..., O5, N1, ..., N5} (1)

where

• Vi: the firm is being audited for the last i = 1, ..., 5 tax filings,
• Oi: the government is making the closure option available to the firm,

whose last audit or closure option usage occurred i = 1, ..., 5 years ago,
• Ni: the firm is not being audited nor has a closure option available, and

its last audit or closure option usage happened i = 1, ..., 5 years ago.

For the sake of notational convenience, we will sometimes refer to the elements
of S by integer, in their order of their appearance, i.e., V1 → 1, V2 → 2,
... , N5 → 15. We note that S contains five “copies” of each type of tax
status (V ,O,N) corresponding to the five-year statute of limitations on tax
evasion. Of course, S (and the discussion that follows) could be appropriately
generalized to model a longer, length L time-window on which the government
has the chance to detect tax evasion:

S = {V1, ..., VL, O1, ..., OL, N1, ..., NL}.
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We will have more to say about this in Sec. 3.
We will let A = {1, 2} × [0, 1] be the firm’s action set, where at year k

the firm selects ak ∈ A, ak = [vk, uk]T , with v ∈ {1, 2} denoting the firm’s
decision to apply for usage of the closure option (vk = 1) or to forgo the
closure option (vk = 2), and uk ∈ [0, 1] being the fraction of profits that the
firm decides to conceal. Based on the above, the firm’s state at time k will
be the vector

xk = [sk, h
T
k ]T (2)

where sk ∈ S, and hk ∈ [0, 1]5 will contain a history of the firm’s latest five
decisions with respect to tax evasion.

We note that our model differs from that of [11] in one important and
practical point. In [11], the state vector included one additional element,
corresponding to whether or not the closure option is available to the firm or
not. In our case, the firm has no such knowledge; it can declare its wish (vk)
to avail itself of the option (should the government make it available after the
tax filing deadline) but is forced to commit to a decision on tax evasion (uk) in
advance. Put in other words, without any information as to the government’s
intent to offer the closure option, the states Oi are indistinguishable to the
firm from their Ni counterparts at the time the firm makes its decisions.

2.2 State evolution

Based on the above discussion (see also [11]), the firm will evolve in S× [0, 1]5

according to
xk+1 = Axk +Bak + nk, x(0) given, (3)

where

A =

[
0
H

]
H =


0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0

 , B =


0 0
...

...
0 0
0 1

 , nk =

[
wk

05×1

]
(4)

and the term wk ∈ S is a random process whose transition probabilities
depend on whether the firm applies for use the closure option or not, and
whether the government ultimately decides to grant it at that particular
year. Based on our earlier description of the tax system, we can represent the
process driving wk in graphical form using two transition diagrams, one for
the case where vk = 1 (the firm decides to use the closure option - Fig. 1) and
another when vk = 2 when the firm declines the use of the option (Fig. 2).

For example, let us assume that in Fig. 1 the firm has the tax status O2.
This means that the firm will pay to exclude its last two tax statements
from any audits, thus “cleaning its slate”, and will now file its next tax
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Fig. 1 Transition diagram

when the firm asks to
use the closure option.

The values of the various

transition probabilities are
discussed in the text and in

the Appendix.

statement - the only one subject to a possible audit next year. The firm’s
possible transitions are to O1 (if the government does grant the option again)
where the just-filed tax statement will be expunged; to V1 where it will be
audited; or to N1, where the firm will avoid an audit but its tax statement
will be kept in waiting, for possible future audits or closures. The transition
diagram in Fig. 2 (where the firm has declined the closure option) operates in
a similar manner, with the firm never transitioning to an Oi state. However,
the transition probabilities from Oi states to audit states Vi will be higher
compared to the previous case (see below and Appendix for numerical values)
to reflect the fact that once the government offers the closure option, any firm
that opted out has a higher chance of being audited because its peers that
opted in have now removed themselves from the audit pool.

2.2.1 Transition Probabilities

Based on the transition diagrams of Figs. 1 and 2, the transition probabili-
ties of the process wk (and thus the firm’s evolution from one tax status to
another) are:
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Fig. 2 Transition diagram

when the firm decides not

to use the closure option.
The values of the various

transition probabilities are

discussed in the text and in
the Appendix.

Pr (sk+1 = i|sk = j, ak = (vk, uk)) = Tij (vk) , i, j ∈ {1, ...15}, (5)

where Tij is the (i, j)-th element of the transition matrix T given by

T (vk) =

{
T1 if vk = 1 (apply for closure)
T2 if vk = 2 (decline closure)

(6)

and the T1 and T2 are shown in the Appendix.

2.3 Firm rewards

Let Π denote the firm’s annual profit (assumed to be constant), r the tax
rate, β the annual penalty rate for any unpaid taxes applied in the event of
an audit, and ` the cost of closure as a fraction of the firm’s profits. Then
the firm’s reward is as per [11] (given here again for completeness):
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g(x, a) = g
(
[s, hT ]T , a

)
= Π ·


1− r + ru s ∈ {11, ..., 15}
1− r + ru− `(s− 5) s ∈ {6, ..., 10}
1− r + ru− r

∑s
i=1[h]6−i

− 3
5βr

∑s
i=1 i[h]6−i s ∈ {1, ..., 5}

(7)
where we have labeled elements of S by integer, and [h]i denotes the i-th ele-
ment of the vector h. The top term on the right-hand side of (7) corresponds
to the reward obtained if the firm is neither audited nor using the closure
option and conceals an amount of Πu. The second term applies when the
firm uses the option and thus pays ` per year since its last audit or closure.
The last term is the firm’s reward in the event of an audit, where its past
history of tax evasion is used to calculate the back taxes and penalty owed.

2.4 Firm observations, belief, and value function

As we have already stated, the firm does not know if the government is to offer
the closure option until after it has filed its taxes for the year. This means
that – unless it is being audited – the firm is uncertain of its tax status (the
first element of its state vector) which may be Ni (no option available) or Oi
(option available if the firm is willing to pay for it). In practice, the firm may
have some information from the press, government or market sources, as to
whether a new round of closure may be imminent. Of course, the information
may not always be correct. Also, it is in the government’s interest to know
what effect any such “leaks” would have on firm behavior (and thus on tax
revenues).

We will let Ŝ denote the set of observations that the firm makes of its tax
status, with

Ŝ = {V̂1, ..., V̂5, Ô1, ..., Ô5, N̂1, ..., N̂5}. (8)

Thus, at time k, the firm observes ŝk ∈ Ŝ, based on which it must decide
on its course of action ak. When the firm is in an audit state, it is of course
aware of that situation and thus

P
(
ŝk = V̂i|sk = Vi

)
= 1, (9)

while in the case when the firm has an Oi or Ni status,

P
(
ŝk = Ôi|sk = Oi

)
= zO, P

(
ŝk = N̂i|sk = Oi

)
= 1− zO, (10)

P
(
ŝk = N̂i|sk = Ni

)
= zN , P

(
ŝk = Ôi|sk = Ni

)
= 1− zN , (11)

where zO is the probability of correctly distinguishing an Oi state from its
Ni counterpart, while zN is the probability of correctly observing Ni versus
Oi.
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Given the state evolution equation (3) and observations ŝk we can con-
struct the firm’s belief as a probability distribution over its states, which is to
be updated with every new observation made by the firm [17]. It is important
to note that the uncertainty in the firm’s observations has to do solely with
its tax status, i.e., the first element sk of the state vector xk = [sk, h

T
k ]T .

The rest of the state vector, hk, is the firm’s tax history which is of course
always known to the firm. In light of this, we may define the observations in
the entire state-space to be

x̂k = [ŝk, h
T
k ]T ,

and Eqs. (9)-(11) determine the observation probabilities of all states, so that
it is sufficient to consider the belief b(s) as a probability distribution on S,
instead of b(x) on the entire state space. The firm’s belief bk(sk) after taking
action ak and observing ŝk+1 will then be updated to:

bk+1(sk+1) = c P (ŝk+1|sk+1)
∑
sk∈S

Pr(sk+1|sk, ak)bk(sk) (12)

where c is a normalizing constant, and in (12) we have used the fact that
observations depend only on the state the firm is in and not on its actions.

Given the firm’s current belief, bk(sk), as to its tax status, known tax
history hk and action ak, we can calculate its expected reward over the belief
distribution, based on Eq. (7):

R(bk, hk, ak) =
∑
sk∈S

g
(
[sk, h

T
k ]T , ak

)
bk(sk). (13)

Assuming an infinite time horizon, the firm is then faced with the problem
choosing its closure and tax evasion decisions ak = π(bk, hk) = (vk, uk), so
as to maximize, over the policy π, its discounted expected reward:

Jπ(b0, h0) =

∞∑
k=0

γk E
wk

{
g
(
[sk, h

T
k ]T , ak

)
|b0, h0, π

}
(14)

subject to the dynamics (3) and observations (12), where γ ∈ (0, 1] is a
discount factor. The optimal value function J∗ in Eq. 14 obeys the well-
known [8, 17] Bellman equation

J∗(bk, hk) = max
ak

R(bk, hk, ak) + γ
∑

ŝk+1∈Ŝ

P (ŝk+1|bk, ak)J∗(bk+1, hk+1)


(15)

with
P (ŝ|bk, ak) =

∑
s,sk∈S

P (ŝ|s)Pr(s|sk, ak)bk(sk).
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2.5 Solving for the firm’s optimal policy

Solving Eq. 15 for the firm’s optimal policy is generally difficult given i) the
fact that the number of states that the firm can occupy are not countable
(recall that the firm’s state includes its history of tax evasion decisions, which
are real numbers in the unit interval), and ii) the difficulties associated with
partial observability of the state. As is often the case when it comes to op-
timizing POMDPs, we will be able to make progress only by approximating
the optimal value function, by means of an iterative process [27, 24].

Because we have assumed that the firm is risk-neutral, the reward function
(7) is linear in the fraction of the profits to be concealed, u, making J∗

linear as well. This implies that J∗ will be maximized at the boundary of
u’s feasible region, meaning that we only need to consider the two extreme
values u = 0 or u = 1 each year (i.e., be completely honest or conceal as
much profit as possible - see [11] for a fuller discussion on this point). This
yields a significant reduction in computational complexity, because it will be
sufficient to consider hk ∈ {0, 1}5 and solve the Bellman equation only for a
finite set of |S| · 25 = 480 states. This is to be compared to the 869 states
in [11]. Of course, our model is more challenging computationally, because of
the uncertainty in state observations.

To solve for the firm’s optimal policy, we used the PERSEUS point-based
value iteration algorithm [28]. Point-based algorithms became popular as
methods of approximating POMDP policies [22, 23]. They rely on the fact
that performing many fast approximate updates to a set of policy/value sam-
ples often results in a more useful value function than performing a few exact
updates [16, 26]. The algorithm in [29] differs from other point-based algo-
rithms in that at each iteration it “backs up” only a random subset of points
in the firm’s belief space. Doing so leads to computational savings so that
the method can afford to use a larger number of samples compared to other
point-based methods, and obtain better accuracy [29, 32]. In the next Section
we present a series of numerical experiments, where we optimize the firm’s
policy using [28], and discuss the results.

3 Results and discussion

To begin with, we would like to determine the optimal policy and expected
firm revenue depending on the availability of closure and the probability of
the firm correctly observing its own state. We considered three cases with
respect to the closure option: i) available every fiscal year, ii) never available,
and iii) given randomly, with a fixed probability of q = 0.2. With respect to
the firm’s observation probabilities, we considered the cases when the firm is
i) fully aware of the government’s decision with respect to closure (i.e., it can
correctly observe whether it is in a N state or an O state; this will allow us to
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validate our model against known solutions), or ii) has no information on the
government’s intentions and must guess as to its state (i.e., zO = zN = 0.5).
The remaining tax parameters were set as in [11] using Greece as a case study
for the sake of being specific and to facilitate comparisons with previous work,
namely a tax rate of r = 0.24, penalty rate β = 0.24, cost of closure ` = 0.023
and discount factor γ = 0.971 corresponding to a 3% annual rate of inflation.

3.1 Model validation - the case of “perfect”
observations

In the case where the closure option is given randomly but the firm can make
perfect observations of its state, the probability of a “correct” tax status
observation in Eqs. (11)-(10) is zO = zN = 1. Then, the firm’s optimization
problem reduces to a Markov Decision Process (MDP) similar to that in
[11] which can be solved easily via value iteration. Furthermore, the cases
where the closure option is either always or never available also imply perfect
observations because then the firm (who is not being audited) can safely
conclude that it is in an Oi or Ni state, respectively. Table 1 shows the firm’s
optimal discounted expected reward in each case. As we can see, the reward
is highest when the government offers the closure option with probability 1.
In that case, the optimal policy was a constant a = (1, 1), i.e., for the firm to
always use the closure option every single year and to conceal all profit. In
fact, from the point of view of government revenue, it is best to never offer
the closure option. The firm’s optimal policies agreed with the exact solutions

Table 1 Comparison of the firm’s discounted expected reward, under perfect state obser-

vation, with r = 0.24, β = 0.24, ` = 0.023 and a 5% overall audit probability. Numbers are
in % of the firm’s annual profit Π, with a discount factor γ corresponding to a 3% annual

rate of inflation.

Closure option: Always available Available with 20% Never available

Exp. reward 3354.3 3307.1 3254.5

obtained by [11], as did the firm’s expected rewards (to within 0.11%).

3.2 The role of uncertain observations

Next, we investigate whether the firm’s uncertainty as to its tax status may
affect its tax evasion behavior and, ultimately, its expected revenue. To this
end, we must choose a specific probability for the closure option being offered
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at any year. We set q = 1/5, which is in some agreement with empirical
data from Greece [11]; this rate corresponds to the government attempting
to collect some revenue – in the form of closure fees – from firms which it
does not have the resources to audit and whose tax filings are about to pass
beyond the five year statute of limitations.

We solved for the firm’s optimal policy and computed its expected revenue
under: i) perfect observations, where the firm always knows its tax status
(equivalently, the government’s decision to offer closure or not, zO = zN = 1),
ii) observations which are 50% correct, i.e., the firm knows nothing about
the government’s decision and is merely guessing (zO = zN = 0.5), and iii)
observations which are 90% correct because, for example, the government may
have hinted at its intentions regarding closure (zO = zN = 0.9). Table 2 shows
the firm’s discounted expected revenues for these three cases. We observe that

Table 2 Comparison of the firm’s expected reward when the closure option is offered with

a probability of q = 0.2. The experiments were run with r = 0.24, β = 0.24, ` = 0.023
and a 5% overall audit probability. Numbers are expressed in % of the firm’s annual profit,

discounted at a 3% annual rate of inflation.

Prob. of correct observation 100% 50% 90%

Exp. reward 3307.1 3309.7 3309.7

the firm’s revenues are unchanged when the probability of a correct tax status
observation changes from 50% to 90%, with a slight difference compared to
the 100% (prefect observations) case. This seems counterintuitive, because
one would expect the firm to be able to use any information on its true
state to its advantage. The explanation, however, can be found in the firm’s
optimal policy which is constant and identical for all cases in Tab. 2, namely
that the firm’s best action in the beginning of each fiscal year is to apply
for the closure option (v=1) and declare to the government as little profit as
possible (u=1) regardless of its belief of being in an Oi vs an Ni state.

Previous work [11] has shown that the tax parameters in the range used in
Greece in recent years are such that they encourage tax evasion. What we find
here is that the incentive they create for tax evasion is such that the firm’s
uncertainty as to its state is unimportant because the optimal policy - even
in the face of that uncertainty - is to always “cheat”. However, this might
change - and should, from a policy viewpoint - for other combinations of tax
parameters (e.g., higher penalties). Numerical experimentation shows that
there is a range of values for r, β and ` where state observation probabilities
do become important with regard to the firm’s optimal reward and policy. For
example, for a tax penalty of β = 9 (that is, 9 times any tax that went unpaid
due to tax evasion) and closure cost ` = 0.04 (or 4% of the firm’s profit) we
notice a difference in expected rewards between the cases of 50% and 90%
probability of correct tax status observation, as shown in Tab. 3 where the
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firm obtains higher rewards through tax evasion when more certain of its tax
status.

Table 3 Comparison of the firm’s expected rewards with 50% vs. 90% probability of

correctly observing its tax status when the closure option is available with probability
q = 0.2. The tax parameters were set to r = 0.24, β = 9, ` = 0.04, a 5% overall audit

probability. Rewards are expressed in % of the firm’s annual profit, discounted at a 3%

annual rate of inflation.

Prob. of correct observation 50% 90%

Exp. reward 2630.6 2648

The difference in discounted expected rewards for the two cases of Tab. 3
varies for other combinations of tax parameters, and – although it is beyond
the scope of this paper – it would be of interest to “map” the (r, β, `) space in
order to quantify the increase in expected reward that the firm could obtain
as a function of the “amount of uncertainty” in its state observations.

With respect to the closure option (and other such amnesties), our results
suggest that unless the “surrounding” tax environment is sufficiently strict
in terms of penalties and cost of the option, the latter should not be offered
because it helps the firm achieve a higher expected reward through tax eva-
sion (which means that tax revenues are reduced). If the tax parameters are
appropriately set then the closure option could be useful if taxpayers can be
kept from knowing about it in advance.

3.3 The role of statute of limitations

Our prototypical tax system has thus far included a five year “window” within
which the government is allowed to audit the firm’s tax statements. This has
been the legal window in Greece, for example. However, the effect of extending
this statute of limitations has not been investigated. To quantify the effect
of such an extension, we considered the set of audit probability p and tax
penalty β combinations, and determined those values for which the firm’s
optimal policy is to behave honestly (i.e., use u = 0 in every state). As a result
of the firm’s risk-neutrality (and consequent linearity of the reward function)
there exists an “honesty boundary” in the form of a curve in the (p, β) space,
above which (high penalties) the firm’s decision is to never conceal any profit,
and below which (lower penalties) the firm conceals its profits in at least one
state.

Any point on the boundary can be computed relatively easily by fixing
p and using bisection on β, each time calculating the firm’s optimal policy
and checking whether it is completely “honest”. For the case where there
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is no uncertainty in state observations this can be done via simple value it-
eration. We thus modified our model to increase the statute of limitations,
from the nominal L = 5 to L = 6, ..., 10 years, and computed the correspond-
ing honesty boundaries for comparison with the five-year case. The various
boundaries are shown in Fig. 3 for the case where the closure option is never
available, and in Fig. 4 for closure available with a fixed nonzero probability.
As the time horizon on audits increased, we adjusted the probability of the
closure option being offered to q = 1/L so that the firm has, on average,
one chance at closure within the statute of limitations period, regardless of
that period’s length. The first thing to note is that as the audit probability

Fig. 3 Firm’s “honesty

boundaries” in the p-β

space when the closure
option is never available, as

the statute of limitations on

tax audits increases from
5 to 10 years. Above each

curve the firm’s optimal
policy is uk = 0, i.e., to

always declare all profit.

Fig. 4 Firm’s “honesty

boundaries” in the p-β

space when the closure
option is available with

probability 1/L each year,
as the statute of limitations

L on tax audits increases

from 5 to 10 years. Above
each curve the firm’s opti-

mal policy is uk = 0, i.e.,

to always declare all profit.

increases there is a lower tax penalty required to enforce complete honesty,
and that the marginal effect is most pronounced for low p. Furthermore, as
the statute of limitations increases, the entire honesty boundary moves down-
ward, so that again lower penalties are required to remove the incentive for
tax evasion. This is to be expected, because the government is given more
opportunities to catch the firm at cheating and thus the firm behaves more
honestly. Thus, from a technical point of view, the government could extend

Dimitris
Sticky Note
Please do not cram the figure next to their captions. Their labels, numbers on axes, etc, become unreadable. The figure should be included in the same size as in the author-provided original document. Figures 1 and 2 could be reduced in size if space is an issue. 
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the auditing period and be able to use more reasonable penalties to deter tax
evasion, although unless the audit rates are also increased, those penalties
will still have to be very high (a factor of almost 10 for a 5% audit proba-
bility even for L = 10). In Fig. 3, where there is no probability of amnesty,
the honesty “threshold” is always lower – and involves less exorbitant tax
penalties – than that in Fig. 4.

To quantify the reduction of the honesty threshold for β as L varies, we
calculated the threshold’s year-to-year average percent variation, and also
the total variation between the 5- and 10-year cases. The results are shown
in Tab. 4. We note that each yearly extension of the statute of limitations

Table 4 Average percentage reduction in the tax penalty β which is necessary to eliminate

tax evasion, as the statute of limitations on audits, L, increases.

year-to-year / closure prob q=0 q=1/L

5- 6 15.67% 15.10%

6- 7 12.87% 12.88%
7- 8 10.61% 11.7%

8- 9 8.91% 10.28%

9- 10 7.63% 8.85%
Overall 5- 10 44.74% 46.6%

reduces the average tax penalty coefficient required to make tax evasion un-
profitable by a significant margin. Combined with our previous results, this
points towards i) a long statute of limitations, ii) an increased audit proba-
bility, and iii) avoidance of tax amnesties, as useful policy tools.

4 Conclusions

Motivated by the problem of tax evasion and the need for computational tools
that may be used to elucidate the behavior of tax entities, we have described a
POMDP which models the behavior of a self-interested risk-neutral firm in a
tax system which includes random audits, penalties and occasional amnesties.
Using our model, together with a point-based approximation technique, we
were able to compute the firm’s optimal decisions regarding whether or not
to apply for amnesty (in case it is given) and how much of its profit to conceal
from authorities.

Our model is more realistic than previously proposed Markov-based mod-
els of firm behavior [11, 12] in that the firm is uncertain as to its tax status
and is must file its taxes before it knows whether its latest filing will be
subject to amnesty or not. Using the Greek tax system as a case study, we
confirmed previous results suggesting that for range of tax parameters com-
monly in use there, the firm’s optimal policy is to always opt for amnesty
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and conceal as much of its profit as possible. This is a consequence of the
firm’s risk neutrality, and the fact that the audit probability and tax penalty
coefficients are too low to be effective.

With respect to the role of the firm’s conditional observations, we saw
that if the tax parameters do not have sufficient deterrent value, the firm’s
uncertainty as to its true tax status is unimportant. Among other things,
this means that the government need not worry about information “leaks”
regarding the tax amnesty which, however, is rendered less effective. If tax
revenues are to increase (in part by keeping firms in the dark about an up-
coming amnesty), some combination of the tax penalties, audit rates and cost
of amnesty, must rise significantly from the levels studied here.

Finally, we identified the set of tax rates and tax penalties which elim-
inate tax evasion in our model. The resulting curves in the tax rate - tax
penalty space, show, among other things, how frequent tax audits must be
in order for the government to be able to discourage tax evasion using realis-
tic tax penalties. We also found that the “border” between tax evasion and
honest behavior shifts significantly towards lower penalties as the statute of
limitations on tax audits is extended.

Opportunities for future work include a computational study to explore
the space of tax rates, penalty coefficients and audit rates in order to find the
settings in which the firm’s uncertainty as to its true state has the greatest
impact on its optimal long term revenues. From a policy viewpoint, this
would suggest parameter values for which government revenues increase as
long as the government can keep any upcoming amnesty a surprise. Finally,
it would be interesting to extend the model presented here by considering a
risk-averse firm and explore ways of solving resulting POMDP in the presence
of the nonlinearity that risk-aversion introduces in the reward function, in the
spirit of [12].
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Appendix

Transition matrix when firm applies for closure

Markov transition matrix for the case where the firm asks to use the closure
option. The statute of limitations is assumed to be L = 5 years.

T1 =



pV pV pV pV pV pO pO pO pO pO 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 pN 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 pN 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 pN 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 pNf pNf
q q q q q q q q q q 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 q 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 q 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 q 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 q q
plV plV plV plV plV plO plO plO plO plO 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 plN 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 plN 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 plN 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 plNf plNf


Here, p is the fraction of tax filings which the government can audit each
year regardless of firm status. For our purposes p is nominally set to 0.05
(5%). A 20% of those audits (1%) are spread over firms that have been
unaudited for up to three years, and the remaining 80% of audits (nominally
4%) are for those that have gone unaudited for 4 or more years; q is the
probability of the government offering the closure option; pV = (p− 0.8p)/4
is the probability of a repeat audit (i.e., for the second year in a row); pO =
(p/5)/4 is the probability of being audited after using closure; pN = (p/5)/4 is
the probability of an audit if the firm has been unaudited for 1-3 years; pNf

=
(p/5)4 is the probability of being audited if the firm has been unaudited for 4
or more years (and thus some of its tax statements are about to pass beyond
the statute of limitations); plV = 1−q−pV , plO = 1−q−pO, plN = 1−q−pN ,
plNf = 1− q − pNf .

Transition matrix when firm declines closure

Markov transition matrix for the case where the firm forgoes the closure
option. The statute of limitations is assumed to be L = 5 years.
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T2 =



pV pV pV pV pV pO pO pO pO pO 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 pN 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 pN 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 pN 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 pNf pNf
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
plV plV plV plV plV plO plO plO plO plO 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 plN 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 plN 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 plN 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 plNf plNf


Again, p is the fraction of tax filings which the government can audit each
year regardless of firm status; pV = (p−0.8p)/4 is the probability of a repeat
audit (i.e., for the second year in a row); pO = 3[(p/5)/4] is the probability of
being audited after using closure; pN = (p/5)/4 is the probability of an audit
if the firm has been unaudited for 1-3 years; pNf

= (p/5)4 is the probability
of being audited if the firm has been unaudited for 4 or more years (and
thus some of its tax statements are about to pass beyond the statute of
limitations); plV = 1− pV , plO = 1− pO, plN = 1− pN , plNf = 1− pNf .
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